SHOOTING LESSON
Trying to improve your shooting?
Then don’t ignore the pattern plate at your club – it can tell you an awful lot about
the cartridges you use and how well your gun fits. Malcolm Plant explains
Sporting clay and game guns are generally set
up to place 60 per cent of the shot pattern
above the aiming spot, with 40 per cent below

The Institute of Clay Shooting
Instructors was formed in the
1980s to provide qualified
coaches with opportunities
for further professional
development, by the provision of
seminars, workshops, practical
activities and educational visits.
ICSI coaches can be found at
www.ICSI.org.uk
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n the Tuition article in July’s
edition, we discussed shot spread
and shot stringing. By the time
your cartridge load has got 30 or 40
yards out from your shotgun towards
the target, the bulk of the pellets are
spread out to about the diameter of a
dustbin lid and the cloud has elongated
to about the height of a dustbin.
This is the swarm of shot that hits
the target if you put it in the right place.
You can get a visual impression of the shot
cloud by using a pattern plate, although
the image is only two-dimensional on
the plate.
However, there are three different areas
of investigation we can explore when
using a pattern plate and they should not
be mixed up. We’ll go into more detail on
each (see p36), but in short they are:

 W
➊
 here does the completely static gun
place the shot pattern, when aimed like a
rifle at the target spot in the middle of the
pattern plate, and what does the pattern
look like?

➋W
 hat is the capability of the gun and
cartridge combination to throw an
effective pattern, which includes the
the choke in the barrels?

➌W
 hen the gun is dynamically mounted
from the normal ‘out of the shoulder,
gun down’ position, where does the shot
pattern get placed? Here we are looking at
gun fit and gun mount.

What is a pattern plate?
Traditionally gunmakers and shooting
coaches used a reasonably thick steel plate
erected in a safe down-range position. The
plate was whitewashed after each shot and
an aiming spot placed near the middle;
the shot pattern and the spread display
themselves as black dots where the lead
pellets have struck.

»

Dr Malcolm Plant is chairman of the
Institute of Clay Shooting Instructors
and a Clay Pigeon Shooting
Association senior coach.
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Dynamic gun mount test

A full choke barrel should throw 70 per cent of
the shot charge into the 30in circle
The circle should be drawn around the shot
cloud after the shot has been taken and not
centred on the aiming spot

The disadvantage of this method is
that there is no record of the shot, unless
you take a photograph of it to refer to.
Nowadays everyone uses a paper sheet
attached to a backing board or frame.
The paper record can be taken away
for analysis.
I use plain brown industrial wrapping
paper with dimensions of approximately

36inx45in, with a white adhesive address
label (approximately 1inx4in) placed
horizontally at the centre to represent a
clay target as the aiming spot. The sticky
label should be at head height so that the
gun is horizontal when a shot is taken.
The tests are carried out at 40 yards
and the standard measurement of pattern
and choke is done by drawing a 30in

circle around the bulk of the shot cloud.
However, do note that this circle should be
drawn around the shot cloud after the shot
has been taken, and NOT centred on the
aiming spot.
(Gunfitters sometimes use a preliminary
test at 16 yards to adjust the stock of a gun
to a preliminary approximation before
moving on to 40-yard testing.)

Patterning by stages
The static gun test
This demonstrates where the gun is
placing the shot pattern when aimed like a
rifle, ideally from either a shooting stick or
bipod rest. Sporting clay and game guns are
generally set up to place 60 per cent of the
shot pattern above the aiming spot, with
40 per cent below.
For trap disciplines such as Downthe-Line, competitors may prefer a more
exaggerated, higher shot placement with
70 per cent above the aiming mark. Trap
targets rise away from the launch point
and the gun is set up to accommodate
this trajectory. Patterning our gun in this
fashion means that we can get our first
impression of the performance of the gun/
cartridge combination and the true choke
performance.
Start by taking the paper target away and
count the number of pellets in the 30in

circle; I normally put a circle around each
hole or a line through it to indicate that it
has been counted.
We now need to know how many pellets
are in the cartridge and I’m afraid we are
going to have to count them! Cut open
a cartridge at the crimp and count the
pellets; you need to do this with three or
four cartridges to check consistency. Use
the average. Unfortunately, we can’t use the
pellet size and load weight tables because,
from suppliers across the world, cartridges
labelled No.7 shot might be No.6.5, for
example, or the reverse.
We can now calculate the percentage of
the original shot load that has ended up in
the 30in circle on the pattern sheet. We can
also look at the regularity or evenness of
the shot pattern across the 30in circle – are
there any “gaps’’ in the pattern where the
target could get through? And remember,

all of the pellets did not arrive at the same
time – some of them may well have been
trailing quite a long way back.

on the shot patterns generated by the gun/
cartridge combinations.
For instance, a true cylinder choke barrel
with no choke at all should throw 40 per
cent of the shot charge into the 30in circle.
A half choke barrel should place 60 per
cent of the charge and a full choke barrel
70 per cent. You will notice there is a law
of diminishing returns as we increase
the choke. And with heavy shot loads of
larger shot, as used for high pheasants
or wildfowl, there is a possibility that
tight choke might cause the pattern to be
“blown’’, or a declining percentage arriving
rather than what we would have hoped for.
So it is definitely worth checking what
is happening with your gun, cartridge and
choke combinations. Knowing how the
tools you use behave will be reflected in
how confidently you shoot.

Here we are using the pattern
plate to evaluate both the reliability of
gun mount and the fit of the gun to the
particular person.
To be honest, a good coach can
equally make such assessments using a
number of shots at two types of target;
for example, a going-away, trap-type
target and a nice, long crosser.
At the pattern plate, we are
principally looking for placement of the
shot on the target mark, rather than to
the left or right; it is also possible to spot
erroneous gun mount or head-lifting, with
the shot going too high.
In the rather “laboratory’’ situation at
the pattern plate, quite a lot of clients find
it difficult to mount and shoot, to reliably
put the shot on the target spot.
An easier technique is to mount the gun
as though going to shoot at the bottom
edge of the pattern plate, under the target
spot and then, without looking at the gun,
to aim or adjust the head, raise the gun to
the target spot and fire. It is very important
that the client does not readjust to correct a
mounting or gun fit error.
Have a few shots at a pattern plate. You
will be encouraged if your gun, cartridge
and gunfit combination looks good on
paper! Then you will have confidence for
the real thing. SG

insurance cover for ALL
shooting sports (except
mounted hunting and subject
to the policy document
in force).
» £30,000 personal

accident cover.

» £5 million professional

indemnity insurance for
coaches, instructors,
safety officers, referees,
affiliated county and regional
committee members and
volunteers.
» Free advice service to all

members, shoot organisers
and affiliated clubs of
all sizes.

Need extra help?

To check out previous tuition
articles, visit
www.sportinggun.co.uk

problem with your
shooting?

If you have a question about
your shooting technique, write
to Sporting Gun, Time Inc. (UK),
Blue Fin Building, 110 Southwark
Street, London. SE1 0SU or email
sportinggun@ipcmedia.com and
we’ll get one of our expert coaches
to answer it.

“You will notice there
is a law of diminishing
returns as we
increase the choke”

pRIVATE TUITION

If you’re looking for shooting
tuition, pay a visit to the CPSA
website at www.cpsa.co.uk/coaches
to find shooting instructors and
coaches in your area.

Gun, cartridge and choke
Using the information from the
printed pattern, we can examine the
relationship between different cartridges
and their performance in our gun. We can
also look at the effect of different chokes

» £10 million civil liability

It’s very important when pattern plating not to readjust or change the position of your head, as
that can dramatically change the results and won’t give you a true reading on the pattern plate
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